
How to Impress Employers with Effective Storytelling
in an Interview

SUMMARY

The legal profession is full of stories, some of which shape people's lives and careers. Lawyers have the
ability to tell stories that impact people and shape their lives, but they must be careful to craft the story
effectively. A lawyer must understand the case law, their client;s goals, and how to communicate their story
effectively.

In the legal world, storytelling is a powerful tool. A well-crafted story can help a lawyer to effectively present
their arguments in a compelling way. By understanding their audience and knowing the law, lawyers can tell
a story that will convince a judge, jury, or other listener of the merits of their case.

Lawyers should be aware of current trends in storytelling, such as the use of technology, sociological and
psychological insights, and new media. They must be able to craft a compelling story that will resonate with
their audience.

Lawyers must also recognize how to use visuals to support their story. Visuals can help to make the story
more vivid and impactful. They should also be aware of the various narrative elements that make a story
compelling, such as plot, structure, theme, character development, tempo, and dialog.

When telling a story, lawyers must make sure they are clear and concise while still creating a clear message.
Lawyers should also consider the emotional impact of their story. People often respond more strongly to
stories with an emotional element.

By understanding the importance of storytelling in the legal profession and honing their story-telling skills,
lawyers can create compelling stories that will influence the outcome of their cases. An effective story can
make the difference between a positive or negative result. As such, it is important for lawyers to hone their
storytelling abilities in order to create the best stories that will have a lasting impact.

QUESTIONS ANSWERED IN THIS ARTICLE

 

Rise of the Storytelling Legal Professionals

As more and more law firms move towards a more consumer-oriented strategy, lawyers are increasingly
expected to be more than just legal minds; they need to be storytellers, too. Firms are recognizing the
importance of storytelling in the legal profession and are investing in marketing efforts to help their lawyers
become better communicators. Storytelling is becoming an important skill in the legal profession, as it helps
lawyers to effectively communicate the facts and nuances of a case in a persuasive, persuasive manner.
 

Benefits of Storytelling for Law Professionals

Storytelling has many advantages for lawyers. It allows lawyers to quickly and memorably explain the facts
of a case or client matter to a judge, jury or potential client. It also helps lawyers to add an emotional
element to their legal arguments, helping the audience to better connect and understand the case.
Additionally, storytelling can be a powerful form of persuasion, as people are more likely to remember
stories than they are facts and figures.
 

Developing Your Storytelling Skills

Lawyers who are interested in developing their storytelling skills should start by building a strong
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understanding of the facts of their case. While storytelling is a great tool to use to communicate the facts,
the lawyer must have a thorough understanding of the facts in order to effectively tell the story.
Additionally, lawyers should also practice crafting clear, coherent stories and pay attention to the pacing of
the story.
 

Using Storytelling in the Legal Profession

Storytelling can be used in a variety of ways within the legal profession. It can be used to make a persuasive
argument in court, or to inform potential clients about a case or matter. Storytelling can also be used within
the context of a legal practice to showcase a lawyer's experience and expertise. Additionally, storytelling can
be used to help a lawyer better understand their client's needs and issues.

SEVERAL YEARS AGO, lawyer and legal consultant Brian Howard was asked to address a group of
Washington attorneys on a very sensitive subject - the quality of life in law firms. Mr. Howard spoke for
about half an hour, concluding his presentation with a quotation from T. S. Eliot's poignant reflection on
human relationships, The Cocktail Party. He then opened the floor to questions, expecting the audience to
challenge his views.

Imagine his surprise when a lawyer in the back of the room stood up, and with tears in his eyes, said that in
all his years of attending legal meetings, Mr. Howard's presentation was the finest talk he had ever heard.
Howard appreciated the compliment, but was mostly amused that poetry had somehow found a sensitive
spot in the armor of a hard-nosed D.C. litigator.

Over lunch a few weeks later, Howard laughingly related the incident to a hiring partner of a major law
firm. The lawyer appreciated the humor of the anecdote, but was also impressed by the presentation
abilities that the story revealed. A few weeks later, the partner called Howard and offered him a position as
Director of Marketing with his firm. Howard appreciated the compliment, but declined the offer.

Storytelling is as old as the Stone Age and as current as Garrison Keillor. We are always telling each other
stories, whether at the office copier, over late Friday afternoon drinks, or around the supper table at day's
end. Storytelling can also be a powerful tool during a self-marketing meeting or when interviewing with
prospective employers.

During an interview, it just isn't enough to say that you are particularly skilled in this or that area of the
law and let it go at that. Not enough, for example, to assert that you provide direction and oversee your
firm's litigation department, or that in your law office you are considered the expert on the Americans with
Disabilities Act. Period. You must also paint a picture; you must demonstrate your skills by telling stories
that flesh out the picture.

When you use anecdotes at an information-gathering session, or a job interview, you can capture your
listener's attention, clothe the bare bones of your résumé with flesh and blood, and illustrate your abilities
clearly and graphically. Accomplishment stories turn a drab recitation of facts into a compelling narrative
and make you memorable as a candidate.

Why is it that sharing stories is such a wonderful vehicle of human communication? Sociologist Andrew
Greeley, in his memoir, Furthermore, says that storytelling is so powerful because it short-circuits dull,
factual discourse. Storytelling makes a leap from the imagination of the storyteller to the imagination of the
listener, from the memory of the presenter to the memory of the hearer, from his life to the lives of his
audience, from his stories to their stories.

Sadly, storytelling during a job search has become something of a lost art. Self-marketing meetings and
job interviews all too often degenerate into a boring game of "20 Questions," or a tedious recitation of the
chronology of a person's work history. While many job seekers possess attractive resumes, know how to
dress for success, and have well-rehearsed answers to tricky interview questions, few are skilled at
marketing themselves using accomplishment storytelling techniques.

It is easy to weave stories into the dynamics of your self-marketing meetings and job interviews. This
chapter will show you how.
 

Telling Your Story

Step One - Identify Your Accomplishments.
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Try to bring to mind large and small accomplishments in your career history that you may have overlooked
or discounted. Recall contributions you have made to former clients and employers. This remembering will
provide you with information you can include on your resume. It will help you showcase the critical skills
you can offer your next legal employer. It will serve as a blueprint for future interviews.

Here is an excellent exercise that will help you prepare a repertoire of stories to illustrate your particular
assortment of legal skills. Read down this list of typical legal accomplishment areas, jot down a few
illustrations if a particular category applies to your experience, and add any other successes that may be
unique to your career history:

Your Achievements

Did you bring in new clients, suggest ways to develop your firm's business base, or market the firm or
yourself in some creative way?

Did your job performance (e.g., billable hours) exceed expectations?

Have you received a recent favorable performance review?

Were you ever commended, even informally, by anyone in your firm for an outstanding performance?

Do members of your firm generally regard you as possessing particular legal or business abilities, e.g.,
negotiation, marketing, "rain-making" skills?

Did you win an unusually large jury award or insurance settlement?

Did you successfully settle any long-standing cases?

Have you received any awards or compliments for particular successes?

Do you have a reputation for being able to deal effectively with certain difficult legal areas, situations, or
people?

Did you initiate new office systems or streamline the ways and costs of doing business?

Are you regarded as the firm's unofficial high tech expert?

Did you design or implement new filing procedures or management information systems?

Do you manage or supervise other lawyers? Mentor new associates or train paralegals?

Have you handled any international matters?

Were you ever asked to deal with any special case or client?

Did you ever handle a crisis gracefully, successfully?

Did you troubleshoot and resolve a difficult problem?

Are you an adjunct instructor in law school or teach in a local adult education program on some particular
area of your legal expertise?

Have you made a significant pro bono contribution of your time and talents?

Have you written an article for a law journal or newspaper?

Step Two - Use a Story Format To Frame Your Accomplishments

The internal structure of an accomplishment story is usually made up of these three elements:
 

Situation -> Action -> Results
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1) The Situation. Paint a brief word picture of the challenge or problem that you or your firm faced. This is
the way that Brent Janski, a corporate lawyer, would describe how he initiated new cost-cutting systems and
procedures:

Upon assuming my new position at Tertellian Technologies, I ascertained that corporate expenditures for
outside counsel were running about 40 percent higher than the costs of comparable in-house legal
departments . . .

2) The Action. Then tell what concrete steps you took to address the situation or solve the problem:

. . . As Assistant General Counsel, I designed and implemented a global tracking system for better cost control
and more accurate budgeting purposes . . . 

3) The Results. Describe how your efforts successfully completed the task or overcame the challenge. If
possible, quantify your results, using numbers or percentages to demonstrate the success of your actions,

. . . As a result, these efforts brought about a greater visibility of legal and transactional costs and yearly
savings of approximately $1.2 million to the company. 

Another example:

Situation In a period of economic downturn and declining firm revenues . . . 

Action... I addressed the issue of firm marketing, obtained the services of an outside consultant, and
initiated a comprehensive program of new client recruitment by an on-site marketing training sessions
designed to raise the level of accountability for business development on the part of every member of our firm
. . .

Results . . . Because of these efforts, our firm acquired several major new clients within the following six
months, including a Fortune 500 mortgage company, representing significant revenues and receivables of
over $130 million. 

An extended example: This accomplishment story illustrates all the narrative elements as a comprehensive
whole. Let's say that a Seattle lawyer would like to transfer her legal skills into an executive position with a
nonprofit agency. So when interviewing, she uses one of her pro bono activities to illustrate, not only her
many contacts within the local community, but her marketing abilities:

At a time of economic growth, community participation in the Greater Seattle Battered Women's Shelter
annual fund-raising events was experiencing an inexplicable decline. As Chair of the Year 2001 Shelter
Committee, I personally recruited other University of Oregon law alumni within the Seattle business
community to publicize and support the Shelter's annual Association Ball. I also appeared on several local
television and radio talk shows to explain the group's activities, designed a press information kit, and
obtained extensive regional print-media coverage. Because of these efforts, I was able to improve community
participation in the Association's fund-raising undertakings by approximately 23 percent over the previous
year.

Step Three - Weave Your Stories into the Conversational Flow 

Practice your career anecdotes so that you deliver them informally and naturally. Try to have about five
anecdotes available for your interviews. Listen carefully when interviewing to the flow of the conversation.
Many law interviewers like to talk about themselves and their successes. Nod affirmatively and wait for
conversational commonalities, and then begin your anecdote by saying: "I know exactly what you're talking
about . . ." or "I've had a similar experience, for example . . . "

Watch your language. Speak confidently when relating your career successes. Do not short-circuit your
interview with language that dilutes your stories' effectiveness. One legal job seeker had the habit of
qualifying just about every one of his accomplishments with the word "fairly." He was "fairly good at
deposing witnesses," "fairly good at writing briefs," and so on. As a result, he had a difficult time finding a
new position, as interviewers came away with the distinct impression that he was only a "fairly good"
candidate.

Remember that the person interviewing you, like every other human being, enjoys hearing a good anecdote.
Tell them an entertaining story during a self-marketing meeting and they'll remember you. Tell them an
accomplishment anecdote during a job interview, and they may tell you that you are hired!
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